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DIGITAL EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE TO BOOST MSMEs
Divyanshu Kumar
is one of the youngest nations of
Iandndia
the world brimming with confidence
hope. Two-thirds of its population is

below 35 years of age, giving it immense
opportunity to it to become prosperous by
providing employment opportunities to its
unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled and highly
skilled workforce. We have been predominantly a service based economy. Service
Sector contributes around 60 per cent to
our GDP. However, the new government
plans to improve the sluggish manufacturing sector as its labour intensive industries have potential to create more jobs
for youth of the country.
With this in mind, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi launched 'Make in India'
global initiative programme on 25th
September last year on the occasion of
birth anniversary of Pandit Deen Dayal
Upadhyay to promote investment in manufacturing sector. He said on the occasion, "We need to bring some changes in
Indian economy. In this change, on the
one hand, manufacturing growth is to be
promoted, at the same time we need to
ensure that direct benefit goes to the
youngsters of India. He should get
employment so that there is improvement
in the economic situation of even the
poorest family. These poor should move
towards middle class and their purchasing power should improve."
He added, "If industrialists feel that
industry needs certain type of trained
manpower, we will say that take this ITI
and train the manpower locally according
to your needs. You will get a good worker
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for your industry and our ITI will start running. Our youngsters will get employment, his family will be strengthened and

in our growth path."
As far as white collar jobs are concerned, there are many avenues avail-

better purchasing power will help the
economy. We need to push such a cycle."
This initiative has now started bearing
fruits. The manufacturing sector grew by
7.1 per cent in the financial year 2014-15
against growth of 5.3 per cent in the previous fiscal. Finance Secretary Rajeev
Mehrishi said, "The encouraging part is
the growth in manufacturing, which would
also mean that we are also creating jobs

able for not only employers but also for
prospective employees. There are thousands of placement agencies. In addition
to that, there are many digital platforms
also available for the purpose, including
nukari.com, mosterindia.com, jobsahead.com, shine.com. However, when it
comes to blue and grey collar job openings for semi-skilled and skilled workforce, there are employment exchanges

run by the governments at state level for
primarily government jobs. However,
there is hardly any platform or avenue
available for these youngsters to meet
their prospective employers in the private
sector, especially in small scale industries
as these are mainly unorganised or semiorganised.
The scenario has, however, changed
recently when Union Minister of Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME),
Shri Kalraj Mishra, launched Digital
Employment Exchange for Industries.
During the launch he said that through
this, job seekers could find employers
and vice-versa. Recalling his interaction
with the industry stalwarts, Mr Mishra
said that industrialists have raised concerns about lack of skilled workforce not
only for them but also for their suppliers,
which are usually Micro, Small & Medium
Enterprises.
Through this digital
Employment Exchange, skilled youth
have got a platform where they could get
employment for themselves. It would
also provide industrial units the opportunities to find suitable manpower. This is
also in sync with government's 'Digital
India' campaign.
How it works
Take for an example, a person in the
name of Debjyoti Saikia, born and
brought up in Silchar, Assam; has done
two-year certificate course in machinist
from Tool Room and Training Centre in
Guwahati. He wants to work in the field of
Continued on page 40

CAREER IN SOCIAL WORK
A. S. Raha

student in you thinks that you are
Ito fnot5themeant
for fixed timing jobs of 9 am
pm, looking at computer screen
doing strategies and instead believe that
driving social change and bringing smiles
on faces of underprivileged is what
makes you happy, then here is
your chance. Even though not
promoted much as a popular
career choice but social sector
job opportunities are silently
booming in our country.
India is fast emerging as a
superpower, however, it has
still not joined the league of the
developed nations. The reasons are simple -poverty,
hunger, unemployment, lack of
access to basic amenities such
as clean water, electricity, sanitation and healthcare still continue to be challenging issues
for India. However the government with support from social
and development organizations are fast
bridging the gaps.
Helping and trying to solve the puzzles
of these complex social and economic
problems, there are social sector professionals who are working in villages, towns
and even metropolitan cites of India and
carrying out interventions towards
improving lives of people. Often also
referred as 'social workers', these professionals are, however, trained and driven
by a strong commitment of driving social
transformation and beyond the popular
perception that these workers are often
working as volunteers, the fact remains
that the main streamed jobs in this sector

are both mentally and financially rewarding.
The social sector professionals as is
self-explanatory are employed in NonGovernment Organizations (NGOs),
Development and Funding agencies,

Civil Society groups and even with the
Government agencies implementing
development programs. The work primarily revolves around responding to the
social needs of people leading to overall
social development. Based on their
expertise and education background,
these professionals are involved in a variety of interventions. While you could be
teaching kids in a slum while working for
national level not for profit; you could
have friends who might be working to
improve sanitation condition for tribals in
some remote Indian village. Similarly
some of your colleagues in the sector
might be working to preserve some

indigenous varieties of butterflies in a
national park as they face extinction. And
yet not all professionals in this sector are
working in remote lands. There are also
people who do research and write about
the work that their organizations are
doing and hence communicate
the change stories to the world
outside. The researchers working in this sector generate
research data that helps in better policy formulation or better
implementation. They work in
both government and non-government agencies.
Experts believe that apart
from engagement of millions of
volunteers every year, the
social sector often also termed
as 'development sector' or
even 'not for profit' sector
employs more than two million
professionals, a figure that is
set to only rise. Senior professionals who are working with national and
international NGOs believe that enormous opportunity awaits in the areas of
healthcare, education, skills development, civil rights, water and sanitation, climate change and advocacy. With the
Companies Act, 2013, even corporates
have begun to kick start new corporate
social responsibility (CSR) activities or
scale up and augment existing ones,
leading to a massive increase in such
career opportunities.
Talking about the skills required for getting into the social sector, Sharda
Continued on page 40
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DIGITAL EMPLOYMENT..
Continued from page 1
automobile component manufacturing.
Apart from getting opportunities through
placements in his institute, he also has
option of registering himself on the portal
of digital employment exchange to get his
kind of job. For this, he has to first visit
Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSME) run website
http://www.eex.dcmsme.gov.in and register himself on the link of 'I am job seeker'.
He will then fill up the job registration form
on this highly dynamic website. Mr Saikia
has to furnish his essential personal
details, including, date of birth, mobile
number, e-mail id on the website. After
completing this, he would instantly
receive login id and password on his
mobile as well as on e-mail.
Mr Saikia is now allowed to login on the
website and provide further details about
himself. He would then fill up resume and
upload the form carrying details of his
educational qualifications, specialisation
in relevant field, work experiences, training as well as miscellaneous details. He
would also have to provide two references that can authenticate his

CAREERS IN...
Continued from page 1
Gautam who is currently working for livelihoods and micro-enterprise development
of rural non-farm producers in Central
India says, "The generic abilities needed
in these jobs include all the management
education which any prestigious institution provides plus empathy to use this
education for best interest of community.
Specific skills, to quote few, are project
management, fund raising & proposal
writing, monitoring and evaluation."
Summing up beautifully he adds, "All you
need is an average brain and golden
heart because beyond formal education,
social sector professionals remain lifelong learners as it is the community which
teaches them new perspectives to solve
big problems in very simple ways."
But then there are challenges as well.
The notion of converting social work into
a full time job is still not a very popularly
accepted idea in India. Drawing lessons
from his own diverse experience, Satya
Prakash, Program Manager, FXB India
Suraksha, a non-profit company focusing
on child rights and protection, access to
quality education, poverty and livelihood
and improved health status says, "The
opportunities in the development sector
have gone up immensely. But for majority of us coming from middle class family,
professional engagement in the development sector is unfortunately not accepted
as right choice as compared to an engineer, doctor, government servant, corporate employees etc. But times have
changed. It is no more a jhola-chaap
(haversack) job and for those professionally involved, there are job securities and
growth as compared to any other job sector in the country".
What is equally interesting is the initiatives taken by government of India to
engage with social work and rural development professionals in accelerating
development processes in most backward districts of India. Prime Minister
Rural Development Fellowship, an initiative of Ministry of Rural Development
(MoRD), Government of India (GoI) in
collaboration with State Governments in
2012 is one such example. The
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antecedents. He also has the option of
choosing his preferred place of employment. Since he has done his course for
employment in automobile sector, he
filled Pune as his preferred place of work.
By doing this, he is now a full member of
the website and any registered employer
can access his profile for recruitment.
Employers also have to register
themselves on the website to
access this talented workforce
through 'I am an employer' window. The organisation would
also have to provide all the vital
information about itself to get
login and password on registered e-mail id and designated
cellphone number. Employer is now
empowered to search resumes of
prospective employees. Authorised person from the organisation would feed all
its requirements and its place of manufacturing unit on the website. For
instance, the prospective employer is from
Maharashtra auto hub Pune city and wants
to employ a mechanic matching the expectation of Mr Debjyoti Saikia. The employer
then calls Mr Saikia for the interview and
demonstration of his skills in Pune. He goes
to Pune and does a good job on these and

gets selected.
A senior official in the Ministry of MSME
while speaking to Employment News said
that they were doing 'match making'
between prospective employees and
employers. He said there are around 2.5
lakh students registered on the website.
Mr Saikia now starts working in
Pune and stays there for almost
five years. He is a hard worker but he is not satisfied with
his job alone. He wants to
realise his dream as he has
an entrepreneurial mind.
Now, he wants to go back to
his state Assam and start a
small manufacturing unit of an
automobile
component
in
Guwahati. He has taken all the requisite clearances from the government
agencies there to start his manufacturing
unit from a rented garage in the city with
initial manpower of five. For that purpose,
he has taken loan from a scheduled bank
to manufacture a component of gear box
for sports car, which his current employer
produces. He has also entered an agreement with his current employer who
would buy his product, which would be of
very good quality with competitive pricing.

Suddenly, he becomes employer from an
employee. While doing so he generated
employment opportunity for this underdeveloped state. He would follow the
same route of his earlier employer to
appoint workers in his newly formed firm.
If this idea succeeds, that would be a
boon for not only youth of urban areas but
also less developed areas of North-East.
The road ahead
A senior official in the ministry said that
they were working on a format so that the
industry can upload jobs and seekers can
see these on the website. He informed
that they were getting very good responses from the industry, some of these are
offering fee for these services. He also
said, "We are offering free services to
employees and employers at the moment
and if everything goes right, we would
charge minimal fees from the employers
in the long run so that the website is not
dependent on government funds for its
sustainability. However, there would no
charge from job seekers." Both Job seekers and employers may visit the website
http://www.eex.dcmsme.gov.in and take
benefit out of it.
(The author is Editor of Employment News.
E-Mail : kumardivyanshu@gmail.com)

Fellowship has the twin objective of
engaging young professionals to work
with District Collectors in improving the
development programmes as well as to
build them as a cadre of development
facilitator.
Sharing his experiences, Sourabh
Bhattacharjee who completed his Post
Graduation in Rural Development from
Xavier Institute of Social Service in
Ranchi and is currently a Rural
Development Fellow, based in Purulia in
West Bengal says, "PMRDF is an amalgamation of professionals from various
fields of study viz. engineering, social
science, doctors etc. The kind of experience one gathers from being a PMRD
fellow opens up many career options in
front of him/her. One can start his/her
NGO and work on a particular area of
interest whereas one can also contribute through consultancy in a specific area. Now a days, CSR could be an
inspiring sector to experiment one's
managerial potential and skills in the
social sector."
Making broader observations from
his familiarity of the sector, Sourabh
adds, "It is inevitable that the thought of
choosing the social sector as a career
option would though require sincere
efforts and dedication initially but in
long term definitely would lead to greater
contentment and satisfaction. There is
ample scope of intervention in this sector
ranging from agriculture, skill, livelihood,
etc."
The job satisfaction in this sector is
perhaps the biggest attraction for young
professionals. Sharda Gautam who was
an engineer working with an automobile
giant and quit his job to study rural management
in
Institute
of
Rural
Management, Anand says, "Earlier my
interaction was with cars, now I my interaction is with human beings and my
actions influence their lives - that's the difference. Social sector these days offers
decent pay structures vis-a-vis cost of living at the locations where field implementation projects are. However this definitely cannot and should not be compared
with corporate salaries. In other professions success might mean leaving ones'
foot-mark' behind, but in social sector it's

the 'mark in hearts' which you leave
behind. The satisfaction which every
smile you create gives has no parity with
money."
The bottom-line therefore is if you want
to make an earning out of your desire to
drive social change then here is your
career option. And like any other sector,
even here sky is the limit for hard work.
In order to step into the sector, the
basic courses that students can pursue
and further specialize include:
1. Bachelor
in
Social
Work
(B.S.W)/Bachelor of Arts Social work
B.A (SW): Class XII pass students are
eligible.
2. M.S.W/M.A (SW): Any graduate student is eligible but preference given to
social sciences graduates.
3. M.Phil, Duration: Candidates with
master graduation degree of M.S.W
can apply.
4. Ph.D., Eligibility: Candidates with
M.S.W or M.Phil degree can apply.
However there are courses for rural
management, rural development and
even NGO management that pave way
for interesting and rewarding jobs in the
social sector.
A list of institutes where students can
explore such courses include:
1. Tata Institute of Social Sciences,
Hyderabad, Guwahati and Tuljapur Offers Bachelor in Social Work, MA in
Social Work, Integrated BA -MA and
Masters Social Entrepreneurship.

2. University of Delhi, University Road,
Delhi- Offers BA and MA Social Work.
3. Panjab University, Chandigarh offers
MA in Social Work
4. Madras School of Social Work Offers
MA in human resource management,
M.Sc. counseling psychology, MA in
NGO Management, MA in HR and
organizational Development.
5. Jamia Millia University Jamia Nagar,
New Delhi: BA and MA Social Work.
6. The Indian Institute of Social Welfare
& Business Management (IISWBM)
Management House, College Square
West, Kolkata: MBA, MPSM.
7. Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Institute of
Social Sciences Agra
8. University of Rajasthan JLN Marg,
Jaipur
9. University of Mumbai M.G. Road,
Fort, Mumbai - Offers Bachelor and
Masters in social Work.
10. University of Calcutta, Kolkata
The above mentioned list is however
an indicative list as there are many other
prestigious institutes which are providing
similar specialized courses.
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